
Name:_______________________________________

Phone:______________________________________

Email:_______________________________________

Birthday:_____________________________________

Favorite season or holiday:______________________

1.  What kind of quilting to you enjoy?
(for instance, hand work? Machine or hand appliqué?Long 
arm quilting? Paper piecing? Fusing? Traditional? Other?

2.  What kind of quilt techniques do you want 
to try? i.e. Flange binding? Art Quilting? Wool Appliqué? 
Paper piecing?  Pieced borders? Other?

3. What fabrics do you like?  Brights? Thirties prints? 
Batiks? Riley Blake?  Hoffman? Moda? Civil War? Others?

4. What types of non-quilting activities do you 
enjoy? Hobbies? Summon Wrestling? Reading? Theatrics?

5.  If you could, which one place would you like 
to visit?
 

6.  What is the airspeed velocity of a coconut-
laden swallow?  African?  European?

7.  Are you a member of an SRVQG quilting 
bee?  Which one(s)?

 Secret       

Sisters

Secret Sisters is a Getting-To-Know-You 
activity.  You will be a secret GIVING sister 
to a person whose name you will be given 
and a GETTING sister to another person 
whose name you will not know.

Getting Sisters try to guess the identity of 
the person who gives to them.  They will find 
out who she is at Guild on Jan. 2018
Giving Sisters leave small anonymous gifts 
or challenges for their known sister on the 
Secret Sisters Table. You may offer clues 
about yourself.  Gifts are usually under $10 
and do not have to be about quilting.  Use 
your imagination.

DATES:  You will give to your known Secret 
Sister a minimum of three times a year 
starting in February, 2018.

For her favorite holiday
In her birthday month
In March (the18th is Nat’l Quilting Day)

January, 2017 the 2016 Secret Sisters get to 
meet each other at the Guild Meeting.

TO PARTICIPATE:  Fill out the questionnaire 
and send it by Jan. 10th to:
Marsha Nipper (marsha@ida.net) or 
Sandy Brow (sandybrow@earthlink.net)

You will be given your Getting Sister’s name 
and information sheet at the January Guild 
meeting.   

Gives To:

Gets From:
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